
In a surprise move last night a US court reinstated a fine of $870 million
(€710 million) against Paddy Power’s owner Flutter Entertainment. 
In a precursor case in 2018, part of the Stars Group, which merged with
Flutter in 2020, successfully challenged a $290 million ruling against that
business by a Kentucky court, stemming from online poker games that it
hosted between 2006 and 2011.
However, overnight the Kentucky supreme court reinstated the original
2015 ruling against the Stars Group, which is now part of Flutter, upping
the damages to $870 million plus 12 per cent compound interest per
year. Following the ruling, Flutter signaled it was likely to appeal the
supreme court’s ruling, and said there were a number of legal routes
open to it. The shares have opened down 2.4% this morning.
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18/12/2020 - German IFO  business climate
18/12/2020 - BOE Quarterly Bulletin
21/12/2020 - UK CBI realized sales report
22/12/2020 -  German & Uk key data 
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Despite positive markets in the US and Europe , Asian markets slipped overnight as
the US indicated it was going to blacklist a range of Chinese companies including SMIC the
large chip manufacturer, in the coming days. Early trade in Europe has seen European stock
markets initially opening lower, with doubts again growing that a post-Brexit trade deal
between the U.K. and the European Union can be agreed. However with the release of
positive German IFO data climbing to 92.1 from 90 in November and U.K. consumer
confidence also rose in December, helped by the start of the country’s vaccination program,
while retail sales dropped by 3.8% in November. This was the biggest decline since the first
lockdown in April, but was still better than the 4.2% drop expected.
Currencies: The dollar edged higher Today, rebounding to a degree after recent sharp
selling, but this safe haven remains largely friendless as risk appetite grows. The Dollar Index,
which tracks the greenback against a basket of six other currencies, was up 0.1% at 89.820,
just above the 2-1/2-year low hit on Thursday. Elsewhere, GBP/USD fell 0.5% to 1.3515,
coming off a 31-month high overnight, as Britain and the European Union struck a downbeat
tone about the likelihood of an agreement.
Safe Havens: Both gold and oil eases overnight as traders start the squaring of their books
into the last few days of trade in 2020
Looking ahead: Today we see corporate earnings from FedEx Corp and Accenture, followed
by the same from Nike to close the week out on Friday.

Flutter Entertainment ( Paddy Power)

Brexit 
Overnight the mood music has changed to a more negative tone as
remaining issues, including fisheries, seem to be as far apart as they
have ever been. With time really running out as in reality a deal needs to
be agreed by Monday so that it can be submitted to all European
parliaments before Christmas for ratification on 28th or 29th
December. A true cliff hanger which can effect markets into year end.
watch this space.

Vaccines & Stimulus
Overnight US authorities moved to complete the final approvals for the
Moderna vaccine which is a second vaccine for use in the states. At the
same time congress appears to have moved very close to finally
agreeing a $900 million stimulus deal. All expect agreement today or at
the latest by Monday. US markets have continued to be positive on both
of these pieces of news and this will help drive a year end rally

First time mortgages
The Irish government have announced they are introducing a new bill
which will involve a new scheme for first time buyers which will
effectively see the state take up to a 30% share in a first time buyers
home. An important part of the scheme is that there will be no
"arbitrary salary caps" in the scheme. This will be the first affordability
housing scheme since the mid 2000's. It is expected to be infront of
cabinet by next Tuesday and once approved they will bring it to the dail
for quick approval. This could be a very improtant piece of legislation
becuae in other countries including the UK where it was introduced it
increased supply  by 50% . If this interests you please contact our
mortgage broking team in Seaspray. 


